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A CRITICAL REVIEW OF CHALLENGES IN 
HYPERMEDIA SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT 

Michael Lang * 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Over the past few years there has been considerable academic interest in the 
development of “Web-based” systems, much of it surrounding the contention that it is 
somehow different from “traditional” or “conventional” systems development. However, 
the debate is clouded because of confusion over the meaning of the phrase “Web-based 
system”.1 Indeed, it may be argued that “Web-based” is just an adjective which does not 
essentially alter the meaning of the term “information system” when prefixed to it.2 This 
view is upheld by an examination of definitions from the literature, which clearly make 
no fundamental distinction: 

“Web-based information systems (WIS) are information systems (IS) that are based on 
Web technology and they are likely to be tightly integrated with conventional IS such as 
databases and transaction processing systems” 3 

“Web Information Systems are Systems, not Pages. WISs are information systems first, 
and Web systems second” 4 

As Lockwood and Constantine put it, “current development tools make it easy to 
‘browserize’ almost anything”,5 so little if any redesign may be required to effect basic 
migration of a system to the Web. For example, some intranet projects have been as 
straightforward as Web-enabling existing back-end applications such as Lotus Notes 
databases. It is therefore obvious that although a system may be said to be “Web-based”, 
this doesn’t necessarily imply it is any different from a non-Web-based system as regards 
software design considerations. 

Some clarity can be introduced by thinking of the Web as a “global hypermedia 
system”.6 Hypermedia technologies support much richer user interfaces, more complex 
navigation mechanisms and more varied forms of information than conventional systems. 
As Web-based systems assume hypermedia functionality, they become distinct from 
conventional systems. Although the Web is not an ideal hypermedia environment, it is 
nevertheless the most common platform for hypermedia systems at the present time. In 
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recognition of this point, the ACM Special Interest Group on Hypertext and Hypermedia 
(formerly SIGLINK) now goes by the acronym SIGWEB. This paper therefore considers 
interactive Web-based systems within the broader classification of hypermedia systems. 
This interpretation is also guided by Lee’s point that IS researchers should aspire to 
produce timeless contributions.7 “Hypermedia systems” is a better term than “Web-based 
systems” not just because it is less ambiguous, but also because it is a more enduring 
concept and embraces technologies that pre-date the Web (e.g. on-line help, 
encyclopaedia CD-ROMs) as well as those that follow the Web (e.g. WAP and interactive 
TV applications). Indeed, the term “Web-based information system” may soon become a 
redundant anachronism. The scope of the Web is expanding with the range of delivery 
devices, - witness “e-commerce” giving birth to offshoot terms such as “m-commerce” 
and “t-commerce”, - what Botterweck and Swatman call “Web-like applications”.8 It is 
likely that over time most systems will be ported to the Web and that Web-based 
interfaces will become the norm, as testified by Microsoft’s zeal to win the “browsers 
war”. If most systems were to become “Web-based”, the adjective would probably be 
dropped, as has happened with “multimedia PC”, a popular term from the early 1990s 
that is now defunct. 

Before proceeding, a number of other terms warrant clarification. Where used in this 
paper, traditional systems development refers to popular practices in the period from the 
1970s to the late 1980s, until displaced by new approaches upon the arrival of visual 
programming, RAD tools, GUIs, object-orientation, and open systems architectures. The 
subsequent period from the early 1990s to present shall be referred to as the modern age. 
Conventional systems refer to systems and applications of the standard types encountered 
within organisations, such as transaction processing systems and management 
information systems. Lastly, traditional hypermedia development refers to applications 
from the pre-Web era, such as interactive CD-ROMs, online help systems, and Apple 
Hypercard applications. 

The objectives of this paper are to critically review a number of issues encountered 
within hypermedia systems development that are often argued with little if any 
justification to be radically different, and to assess if these issues are indeed new (that is, 
not experienced in traditional systems development or in other disciplines) or unique (that 
is, not experienced in the development of conventional systems in the modern age, or in 
other disciplines). In brief, these issues are: cognitive challenges of designing non-linear 
navigation mechanisms, pressures of accelerated development in a “Web-time” 
environment, problems arising out of the external “virtual” nature of the end-user 
population, the appropriateness of traditional design methods and techniques, and 
difficulties attributable to the multidisciplinary composition of hypermedia design teams. 

2. ISSUES AND CHALLENGES IN HYPERMEDIA DEVELOPMENT 

There has been much speculation that the development of “Web-based” information 
systems poses new or unique challenges.9-11 However, the assumption of “newness” is a 
common weakness in both systems development research and practice.12-14 Of late, there 
is a growing posse of dissenters who argue that there is nothing substantially different 
about Web-based systems development.1,2,15,16 Given the problems earlier alluded to 
concerning the definition of “Web-based systems”, this ought not be surprising. In the 
following sub-sections, each of the purported new/unique challenges shall be considered 
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within the broader umbrella of hypermedia systems development. Just as it is appropriate 
to situate a discussion of Web-based systems within the context of hypermedia, we 
should also consider hypermedia within the traditions of its contributory root disciplines, 
which include graphic design, information science, technical writing, literary theory, 
media production, and database systems. 

2.1. Complexity of Navigation Mechanisms 

Some definitions of hypermedia emphasise non-linearity as its essential 
differentiating characteristic. Because of this non-linearity, navigation mechanisms 
within hypermedia systems can become quite complex. Arbitrary hyperlinking results in 
chaotic structures, leading to problems such as “getting lost in cyberspace”, locating 
information, visualising system organisation, and managing content. This is where 
diagrammatic modelling techniques become useful for system developers, as they help to 
overcome the cognitive difficulties of understanding complex, abstract structures. 
However, it has been argued that diagramming techniques from traditional systems 
development are inadequate for modelling hypermedia systems.9,17 

Structural complexity arising from interconnectedness is not a new problem in 
software design. In the early days, there was the 1960s practice of ‘go-to’ programming, 
which Dijkstra criticised as being “an invitation to make a mess”.18 In the 1970s, complex 
navigation and relationship structures were a feature of network databases. Out of those 
experiences arose a number of principles and techniques, such as modularity and 
normalisation, which are readily applicable to the design of information nodes within 
hypermedia systems.19 More recently, the flow of control in visual event-driven and 
object-oriented programming languages is such that traditional techniques such as 
structured flowcharts are of limited use. As a consequence, modern age software 
diagramming techniques such as UML are being applied, as well as techniques drawn 
from traditional dynamic media (e.g. storyboarding). Storyboarding is borrowed from the 
film industry, where non-linear narrative has long been used for dramatic effect. Both 
storyboarding and UML can also be applied to hypermedia systems modelling, - indeed, 
a number of UML extensions have been proposed specifically for hypermedia design.20,21 

Looking to traditional literature, many authors have experimented with non-
sequential interactive fiction (e.g. Borges 22), and there are numerous examples stretching 
back to antiquity of branching stories and interlocking commentaries. The discipline of 
library information science also has long experience of non-linear systems that require 
the investigation of side links, and librarians’ skills are relevant to the design and 
evaluation of Web sites.23,24 Likewise, techniques from technical writing and electronic 
documentation can be applied to hypermedia design.25,26 Even within traditional printed 
media, there are certain types of material that are specifically designed to be used in a 
random-access non-linear manner, such as encyclopaediae, thesauruses and reference 
works. Physically these are linear sequences of content units, but logically they are more 
complex because the units may be indexed and cross-referenced. According to Whitley, 
hypermedia systems are different from other types of software applications because their 
design involves “a process of structuring ideas, describing the order of presentation, and 
conceptual exploration … the developers have to set up a number of alternatives for 
readers to explore rather than a single stream of text”. 27 However, technical writers have 
long had to set up navigable paths in designing online help systems, and likewise have 
authors of non-linear printed materials. 
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2.2. Accelerated Development Cycles 

A much-cited “new” challenge is the pressure of accelerated development cycles, 
often referred to as “Web time” or “Internet speed”.28,29 Certainly, looking at trends in IS 
development over the past 20 years, delivery times have dramatically shortened. In the 
early 1980s, Jenkins et al reported that the average project then lasted 10.5 months.30 By 
the mid-1990s, the duration of typical projects had fallen to less than 6 months,31 and 
average delivery times for Web-based systems are now less than 3 months.9,32-34 Such 
compressed timeframes are unprecedented in traditional systems development or 
traditional hypermedia development, and are made possible by the combined effect of 
two factors. Firstly, the Web is an immediate delivery medium which, unlike traditional 
IS and off-the-shelf software applications, is not impeded by production, distribution and 
installation delays. The second enabling factor is modern age rapid application 
devlopment tools. Arguably, this second factor is the more important, and the jargon term 
“Web time” is misleading because it tends to suggest that the coming of the Web alone 
brought about these accelerated timescales. 

Ever-shortening product cycles has always been an observable fact of life within the 
IT industry, even before the advent of the Web.35. Back in the 1960s “space age”, NASA 
were rushing to produce software in the race to the moon. Short deadlines and limited 
resources have long been the bane of IS project managers.36,37 As such, “Web time” may 
be said to be just a continuation of this general tendency. Moreover, it is a phenomenon 
that is not specific to Web or hypermedia development, but applies also to conventional 
systems.38 This is reflected by the growing interest in high-speed approaches such as 
agile methods, RAD, timeboxing, and COTS configuration amongst the general 
community of software developers. 

Indeed, one could say that this trend is reflective of a greater urgency in business in 
general, brought about not just by the Web but also by other advances in 
telecommunications, transportation, and computing technologies, as well as practices 
such as JIT and BPR. Business in the modern age is characterised by a faster metabolism, 
time-based competition, shorter windows of opportunity, rapidly changing and uncertain 
environments, and a need for greater flexibility and adaptability.39,40 Considered thus, the 
phenomenon of “Web time” is not unique to Web, hypermedia, or conventional systems 
development, although it must be acknowledged that product life cycles are much shorter 
in the IT industry than in many other industries.35 However, for many “new media” 
companies, “Web time” is not at all new, because they have always faced strict, pressing 
deadlines and have accordingly adapted their processes to the pressures of Web 
delivery.41,42 

2.3. Virtual End-User Population 

Russo and Graham make the point that “Web applications differ from traditional 
information systems [because] the users of Web applications are likely to be outside of 
the organization, and typically cannot be identified or included in the development 
process”.9 This, like the previous issue, is not hypermedia-specific and arises out of the 
nature of the Web. However, because most modern hypermedia applications are 
delivered via the Web or “Web-like” platforms (such as PDAs and interactive TV), it 
shall be considered under the banner of hypermedia development. 
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It is plainly true that for most Web-based information systems, with the obvious 
exception of intranets, end-users are external to the organisation. This is indeed new 
territory for IS development, because information systems traditionally served internal 
functions.43 Collecting requirements from a virtual population is difficult, and traditional 
ISD techniques cannot be easily applied if at all.44 As a consequence, requirements are 
often vague. Baskerville and Pries-Heye state that “an inability to pre-define system 
requirements is the central, defining constraint of Internet time development … often a 
project starts without a requirement specification”.29  

Let us examine both these aspects more closely. Firstly, the notion of a virtual 
population, although new to IS developers, is quite typical for mass-market off-the-shelf 
software production and new product development.43 In such situations, the marketing 
department fulfils a vital role as the voice of the customer.44 Established marketing 
research techniques can be used in conjunction with traditional requirements elicitation 
techniques and Web usage analysis techniques to define requirements for a virtual 
population.45 For example, Tognazzini describes how a team of designers, engineers, and 
human factors specialists used scenarios to define requirements based on an 
understanding of the profiles of target users as communicated by marketing staff.46 

Secondly, the phenomenon of vague requirements is by no means new. Glass 
remarks that “back in the earliest days of software development … [specifications] often 
didn’t exist, or when they did, they were written on the back of an envelope”,47 Walz et al 
observe that users often “don’t know what they want” and fuzzy requirements are 
common,48 and of course there is the classic problem of “I’ll know it when I see it” 
requirements that are not pre-specifiable.49 

Another aspect of a virtual user population, which is different from traditional IS 
development, is that end users often cannot be personally trained how to use the system. 
Constantine and Lockwood assert that “much more so than standard software, Web 
applications must focus on the user experience”.50 Certainly, issues such as usability and 
interaction design are paramount for Web/hypermedia systems, but they are arguably no 
less a consideration for off-the-shelf software applications. Indeed, the importance of 
ease-of-use for mass-produced goods has long been emphasised by industrial designers. 
There is however a further element of Web-based user experience design which 
traditionally has not been considered by software designers, - branding and corporate 
image. Unlike off-the-shelf applications and conventional systems development, Web 
systems have a “public relations” aspect.51 This new aspect of IS development is best 
handled by those with specialist skills, - marketing personnel, graphic designers and 
communications consultants. 

2.4. Need for Specialised Development Methods and Approaches 

It is often argued that approaches and methods from traditional systems development 
are inappropriate for Web/hypermedia development.3,9,17,42 Murugesan et al speak of “a 
pressing need for disciplined approaches and new methods and tools”,52 taking into 
account “the unique features of the new medium”. As demonstrated in this paper, it is 
arguable if many of the features of hypermedia are indeed unique, for many parallels may 
be drawn with traditional/conventional software design and other root disciplines. Merely 
because an application is based on new technologies, its design should not necessarily 
require an altogether new or different approach.4,13 It may well be true that traditional 
systems development methodologies are ill-suited to hypermedia development. However, 
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for the same reasons, those methodologies can be argued to be inappropriate for 
conventional systems development in the modern age.53 Modern approaches, methods 
and techniques, - such as rapid prototyping, incremental development, agile methods, use 
case modelling, class diagrams, GUI schematics, model-view-controller framework, and 
heuristic evaluations, - may be said to be as applicable to hypermedia development as to 
conventional systems development. 

However, traditional methodologies ought not be entirely discarded for hypermedia 
development. Some authors maintain that an adapted form of the classical SDLC remains 
the most appropriate process model,54,55 an assertion that is further supported by 
empirical evidence that the SDLC and variants thereof remain in popular use.56-58 
Furthermore, Barry and Lang reveal that traditional approaches from other root 
disciplines, such as graphic design and media production, are also being used in 
hypermedia systems development.34 It would therefore seem that new, specialised 
hypermedia-specific approaches are not required. Although many such approaches have 
been proposed in the literature, - such as RMM, OOHDM, VHDM, EORM, WSDM, 
WebML, and OntoWebber, - a recent study of hypermedia development practice reveals 
that these are not being used, but that methods from traditional and conventional systems 
development are being used.58 

2.5. Multidisciplinary Design Teams 

A notable aspect of hypermedia systems development is that design teams typically 
involve members from a diversity of professional backgrounds.32,34,59 Of course, skills 
diversity is not unique to hypermedia systems development, - many conventional 
projects, particularly large ones, necessitate the integration of various knowledge 
domains.48 However, in conventional systems development, designers tend to be 
primarily “computer professionals”, which is typically not the case with hypermedia 
systems development. This is especially true of Web-based hypermedia systems, where 
many developers do not have a background in traditional software design or 
programming.9,33,51 The challenge of managing communication and collaboration within 
multidisciplinary design teams is by no means trivial, and if mismanaged is potentially 
disastrous. Experiences from Web and interactive multimedia development projects 
reveal that discrepancies in the backgrounds of team members can give rise to significant 
communication and collaboration problems.51,60 Kim makes the point that: 

“disciplines are like cultures: for disciplines to work well together they must learn to 
appreciate one another’s language, traditions, and values … Different disciplines have 
different priorities, different thinking styles, different values. When people from different 
disciplines get together, their values collide.” 61 

This is analogous to Kuhn’s notion of “paradigms”.62 It has been noted that separate 
paradigms can co-exist within the same field yet be mutually ignorant of each other, 
either deliberately or inadvertently.63 Although “paradigms” and “disciplines” are not 
strictly equivalent, they are closely related. Within hypermedia systems development, 
two such disciplines are software engineering and graphic design. Despite being the two 
foremost disciplines in hypermedia development,58 it has been observed that they appear 
to operate in distinctly different worlds and have quite different value systems.64,65 For 
example, software engineering and graphic design have markedly different interpretations 
of concepts such as “quality”, “elegance” and “structure”. 
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On the face of it, this appears to be a new challenge, although one could argue that 
communication problems are not new for they have traditionally plagued systems 
development projects.66 The need to address the balance between functionality and 
aesthetics has previously arisen in other disciplines, such as civil engineering versus 
decorative architecture, automobile design, and computer game design. Within the realm 
of conventional systems development, user interface design has also long been a 
multidisciplinary, collaborative activity.67,68 Kautz and Nørbjerg argue that the move 
towards multidisciplinary teams is a continuation of an observable trend across systems 
development in general.16 This position is supported by the contention of Fafchamps and 
Garg that flexible teams, characterised by composite membership and roles and diverse 
disciplines and skills, are “a new type of organizational entity that will become more 
prevalent in the future”.69 Whereas hypermedia systems development seems to call for a 
greater level of multi-/cross-skilling than traditional systems development,42,56,70 this may 
likewise be argued to be an increasingly common phenomenon in the digital networked 
economy (i.e. “reprogrammable labour”). 

3. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Jakob Nielsen has commented that “software design is a complex craft and we 
sometimes arrogantly think that all its problems are new and unique”.71 As presented in 
Table 1, many of the challenges of hypermedia systems development are neither unique 
nor entirely new. IS researchers have often been guilty of jumping onto the bandwagon of 
the lastest fad, leading Keen to remark that many “issues seen as ‘new’ turn out to have 
long roots”.12 With the advent of so-called “new media”, much of the discourse amongst 
communications scholars has likewise been at fault of lacking a “historical 
consciousness”.72 

It is clear that hypermedia development is a multidisciplinary domain which can 
potentially draw from lessons and experiences across a variety of disciplines – traditional 
IS development, software engineering, HCI, graphic design, visual communications, 
marketing, technical writing, library information science, media production, architecture, 
and industrial design. For now, this is what most distinguishes hypermedia development 
from traditional/conventional systems development, although this distinction is likely to 
disappear in the future as software development in general is headed in this direction. 

The multidisciplinary nature of design teams must be acknowledged in devising 
mechanisms to resolve challenges of hypermedia development. Design approaches, 
integrated working procedures, diagramming techniques, toolset selection, and methods 
for specifying and managing requirements must all take this central aspect into 
consideration. 

The software engineering and ISD literature is filled with a multitude of methods and 
techniques aimed towards Web/hypermedia design, very few of which are used in 
practice. This might be explained in a variety of ways: lack of awareness, lack of tool-
based support, lack of guidance on how to use them, or inertia being obvious 
possibilities. However, there is a much more fundamental matter which has received very 
little attention, – that of the narrow world-view of the method developers. Morgan makes 
the point that researchers in all branches of science “often approach their subject from a 
frame of reference based upon assumptions that are taken-for-granted”.73 For methods 
and techniques to be of value, the assumptions upon which they are founded should be in 
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Table 1.  Summary of Key Points. 

Challenge Related Trends, Technologies, and Experiences 

Complexity of 
Navigation 
Mechanisms 
(designing and 
visualising non-
linear structures) 

Traditional systems development 
 go-to spaghetti code (structured programming techniques). 
 network and relational databases (data modelling techniques). 

Conventional systems development in the modern age 
 visual, event-driven, object-oriented programming (UML). 

Other disciplines 
 technical writing techniques for production of electronic documentation. 
 cataloguing mechanisms in library information science. 
 planning of scenes and shooting order for film pre-production (storyboarding). 

Accelerated 
Development 
Cycles 
(pressures of “Web 
time”) 

Traditional systems development 
 short deadlines and tight resources have long been a reality. 
 ever-shortening product cycles has been a notable trend. 

Conventional systems development in the modern age 
 high speed approaches such as rapid prototyping, RAD, agile methods, COTS 

configuration are growing in popularity. 

Modern business environment 
 faster metabolism, greater urgency, need for agility are norms. 

Other disciplines 
 “old media” firms moving to “new media” have long experience of pressing 

deadlines e.g. news production. 

Virtual End-User 
Population 
(requirements 
definition, user 
experience design) 

Traditional/conventional systems development 
 traditional IS development was in-house, but traditional off-the-shelf software 

development has always been for an external population. 
 initially vague requirements and fuzzy specifications are an age-old issue. 
 “I’ll know it when I see it” requirements are common in the modern age. 
 usability is recognised as an important consideration for all modern systems. 

Other disciplines 
 marketing researchers have always had an external focus. 
 visual communications discipline has experience of developing brands in 

diversified marketplaces. 
 in manufacturing, industrial designers have long emphasised intuitive, easy-to-use 

features in the development of mass-produced goods. 

Need for 
Specialised 
Methods and 
Approaches 

Traditional/conventional systems development 
 traditional IS development methods may be inappropriate for hypermedia 

development, but likewise are inappropriate for conventional systems development 
in modern age. 

 modern methods, approaches and techniques for conventional systems 
development can be used for hypermedia development. 

Hypermedia development 
 variants of classical SDLC remain in popular use in hypermedia development. 
 specialised approaches e.g. OOHDM, WSDM are not being used in practice 

Other disciplines 
 traditional approaches from graphic design and media production can also be 

adapted to hypermedia development. 

Multidisciplinary 
Design Teams 

Traditional/conventional systems development 
 traditional IS project teams have long been cross-functional (e.g. accounting, 

marketing, etc.) but developers were primarily software engineers. 
 design teams for interactive systems with visual GUIs are often multidisciplinary. 

Modern business environment 
 multi-skilling and cross-skilling are facets of digital networked economy. 
 flexible teams are becoming an increasingly common organisational entity. 

Other disciplines 
 trade-offs between functionality and aesthetics have been experienced elsewhere 

e.g. building design, automobile design., computer game development 
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congruence with the context within which they are intended to be used. Methods and 
techniques for hypermedia systems development should therefore recognise its 
multidisciplinary nature and take a cosmopolitan world-view, integrating and adapting 
approaches from the various root disciplines. To paraphrase a well-known quotation, 
those who choose not to draw from the well of cumulative knowledge are bound to 
foolishly repeat past mistakes. This paper therefore concludes with a call to hypermedia 
design researchers to reach out and explore the historical experiences of other related 
disciplines. 

4. FURTHER RESEARCH 

This literature review paper is the product of an ongoing doctoral research project 
and draws upon insights gained from exploratory empirical work.58,74 The next stage of 
this project involves the definition of a conceptual framework to analytically compare the 
various disciplines that contribute to hypermedia systems development. This comparison 
shall analyse data captured from literature trawls and interviews with developers. 
Researchers with similar or related interests are welcome to contact the author. 
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